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Introduction

People around the world have become habitual players of massive multiplayer
online role-playing games (MMORPGs). These games allow people to interact through
characters or avatars through an online gaming platform in a socially interactive virtual
world (Banks, 2013). MMORPGs are continually researched because of their inherent
ability to motivate a player’s return. Players obviously have a choice to continue or
discontinue playing whichever MMORPG they enjoy the most; (Tychsen et al., 2007)
however, there has been an upward trend of more players being so motivated to play that
some refer to it as an addiction. (Festl et at,. 2015; Peters & Malesky Jr, 2008).
MMORPGs allow people to step away from physical interactions, where limitations are
so prevalent, and play in online worlds where possibilities can seem endless. With these
endless possibilities players have demonstrated a wide variety of motivations towards
MMORPGs. These games have certain attributes that give the game its motivating
qualities. From accomplishing achievements, obtaining appealing gear, to creating virtual
relationships, players are powerfully motivated to continue playing. These MMORGS
allow players to find success, challenges, and relationships in a virtual social world (Yee,
2006). Online worlds allow players to grow and mold their character into whoever they
want to be. Motivations in MMORPGs generally stem from social interactions to gaining
higher status through leveling (Ho, Lin, & Lee, 2015). The majority of studies that focus
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on motivation or addiction use quantitative data through survey questions. Other
researchers look at how frequently or long people have been playing the game. Few
studies have looked at qualitative open-ended responses from player’s forum posts to
motivations to play MMORPGs.
Method
Currently, the most popular MMORPG is Blizzard Entertainment’s World of
Warcraft with 7.1 subscribers (Blizzard, 2015). Their online communities are some of the
most active, with the official website generating 100 to 80 million visits per month
(SimiliarWeb, 2015). To gather my qualitative data, I visited the official World of
Warcraft forums and searched for forum posts using the search terms such as “motivates”
and variants such as “what motivates you to play wow” I then coded responses (N=100)
found with this search query using an emergent coding scheme, and looked for patterns.
One particular thread on the forums had 50 posts alone.
I categorized my data into the top five activities in the game for player vs.
environment interactions and player vs. player interactions. These categories were
derived from coding the data from forum posts (n=100) related to motivation and favorite
aspects of the game and counting the most common activities that motivate a player. I
found posts that had several responses (n=10) and would read the posts that had sincere
answers and would take keywords and write them down. As I continued to scroll through
different forums, I built up a set of keywords that became frequent. These categories
allowed me to justify my reasoning behind motivation to play WoW.
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Furthermore, my data is from looking at class and race in correlation with the five
categories that I coded. I looked at 100 forum posts and recorded the forum posts that
matched with one or more of the five designated categories and then analyzed the posters'
identified class and/or race.

Results
From the forum posts data (n=100) I found that there were five prominent
motivating categories. Categorizing the data into five most prominent motivational
subjects allowed me to take qualitative data from these forum posts and code why players
are continually motivated to play. A level 71 Dwarf explained, “To be able to constantly
try to one up your friends with better gear, more gold, cooler pets/mounts and have fun is
a great thing” (Nordiel, 2012). This quote sums up the five categories I coded for. World
size, Gear, mounts/pets, achievements, and friends were the most prominent categories
that I found to be the most mentioned motivational incentives to continue playing. The
coded categories from most mentioned to lest were Friends, Gear, Achievements, Mounts
and Pets, and the World
Friends
Friends were the most mentioned reason that players were motivated to play
WoW. Through the vast world and amount of subscribers in WoW, players have created
relationships that some claim to be just as strong or even stronger than physical
relationships. A level 100 Monk Night Elf said that virtual friends “are a vast majority of
the reason why I play any game - if they weren't around, I wouldn't be playing.” In
general players tend to play MMORPGS because of their friends. A level 100 Worgen
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Druid stated, “I only play this game because of my lovely guild!” (Monsterbaby, 2012).
Players create guilds, which is an organized social community that motivates players to
login with regular meetings and different criteria to complete. Players explain over and
over how important different guilds are but also how the game is much more fun with a
bunch of friends. “Gathering a group of people to a dungeon, FOR FUN and working our
way through a long dungeon crawl, even if we got nothing out of it” (Archaos, 2012).
This player clearly shows that friends make one aspect of WoW much better when
playing with friends. Relationships are the strongest motivator for WoW players, which
leads to players wanting character upgrades that show off their talent or style.
Gear

Players will play extensively through arena and battlegrounds or level up to 100
to gain gear or equipment. According to Molina, players would spend hours to train and
upgrade their characters in a “repetitive, almost work-like fashion” (Molina, 2013).
Players play for hours to achieve higher levels. A level 100 Human Warlock posted,
“grind dailies, grind, dungeons, grind scenarios, grind rep, grind valor, grind raid queing,
for what… for the thing friendships break up over….the almighty… all important gear
upgrade” (Cassyandra 2013). Cassyandra explains a common pattern she fell into trying
to upgrade her gear. She would extensively play to accomplish many different challenges
within WoW to earn valuable gear. Players form guilds, which are voluntary associations
of players that gather to complete difficult dungeons and raids (Golub 2010). Doing this
they gain experience, valuable gear, and new game possibilities. Character Uniqueness
was rated the second largest motivator in Tychsen et. al’s study. Character Uniqueness
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ranged from early stages of creation to a character’s clothing, armor and similar matches
in style/theme. Players like to be unique, thus motivating players to constantly login.
Achievements

Achievements are for players that want more credibility and individuality from
other players. Normally, they are done alone if one wants to exceed in amount of
achievement points. Players can complete the same achievements, but can’t group to
complete one achievement together. Even though achievements points are individually
earned other players can still see your achievement points. Blizzard even caters to players
by having an Achievement section in the official WoW forums. While scrolling through
an achievement posts, I found a level 100 Tauren Druid who had been asking questions
about a “last scepter” for a few months. “Finally found that last scepter!” (Grassdemon,
2014). When his first post, “Where does one find the last scepter?” (Grassdemon 2014).
This player had been searching for a scepter for months to complete an achievement. This
type of dedication shows that achievements are a strong motivating factor in WoW.
Another reason I found achievements to be a reason for continuous game play is because
of the achievement collectors. Players will continuously play trying to complete
achievements that add to their credibility and pride (See leader board in figure 1) since
the world is so vast these achievements range from epic journeys to comical tasks.
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Figure 1. Leaderboard of Achoevement Rankings

Mounts and Pets

Mounts and pets are popular motivations because they allow a player to have a
friend or companion without actually having to be social. Nonetheless, pets and mounts
are a great source of pride and people like to show them off. A level 85 Dwarf Hunter
said, “Usually my motivation comes from mounts and companion pets/rare hunter pets.” I
compared this forum post with McIntosh and Schmeichel’s study about human collection
and found that players see some mounts and pets as collector items and “Collecting is a
common human social behavior” (McIntosh & Schmeichel 2004). Players around realms
try to obtain the most unusual items in the game to improve their pride and credibility.
This directly relates to habits of the “The Collecting Process” stated by McIntosh and
Schmeichel. Collectors look for objects that are unrecognized or undervalued and
treasure these items looking for a return. I found a level 71 Dwarf Warlock who posted
about how having the rarest of something in the realm is his biggest motivation and in his
posts his said, “Like a rare mount or pet that you’ll only see me having on that realm”
(Nordiel, 2012). He explains how collecting rare pets or mounts motivate him to play
because it raises his credibility towards guilds and other players. Pets and Mounts are
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strong motivators as a result of humans natural instinct to be infatuated or addicted by
collecting. I found that The World of Warcraft tries to create an emotional bond between
the environment and the game.
World

The World of Warcraft is a massive, virtual world where players can interact with
the environment and other players online. This world is the basis of the game and allows
for such a massive online culture to evolve. “To some, World of Warcraft is just another
role-playing game, but to others this fantasy land is a way of life, engaged in the quest”
(Parks 2006). This fantasy world is so expansive that players can deeply immerse
themselves into the game to complete different aspects of the game that further motivate
or immerse a player. Since the world is the basis for most of the categories that motivate
players only a fraction of the forum posts involved talking about how motivating world
is. A level 100 Human Warlock did state that, “Travelling great distances across the
world when I go to different places on quests” (Archaos, 2012) motivates him to play.

Class/Race Results

Each of the forum posts had class/race labeled next to their posts. I determined
whether these character variables were related to their specific motivation posts.
Relevance was determined by number of posts that related to five major motivators.
Class
From the forum posts based class, I found that the five motivators were ordered
the same way as above even when compared with class. Friendship was the most
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frequently mentioned motivator (M = 2.91 SD = 0.83), while gear was not far behind (M
= 2.45 SD = 0.2.62). Friendship posts were strong among all the classes, but I did find a
strong correlation between Warriors and Rogues compared with gear (refer to figure 2).
Warriors (30%) and Rogues (26%) made up 56% of the forum posts by class about gear.
The Warrior and Rogue class are strongly motivated by gear to play WoW.

Figure 2

Race
Every race had a very similar amount of posts about friendship (σ=.48). The five
motivators were coded in the same order as the overall results. Once again, I found
friendship to be strongest motivator. The Orc’s (22%) and Tauren’s (26%) responses
about gear made up for 48% of Race posts related to gear. I found that the friendship is
the most frequently mentioned motivating posts (35%) and Orc’s and Tauren’s make up
for 48% of the gear forum posts that make up for 22% of all the posts together.
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Figure 3

Discussion

From the data collected, I concluded that players are motivated by five general
factors: Friendship, Armor, Achievements, Mounts and Pets, and the World. Tychsen et
al. had three out of five of the save top five motivators for gameplay: Socialization
(friendship), Character upgrades (armor), and Achievements. We had similar findings,
however they found socialization or friendship to be the fourth most motivating aspect.
Unlike Yee’s study (Yee, 2006), which found relationships to be the highest motivator
among the players he sampled. While Tychsen et al. has many similarities Yee’s study
has relationships or friendships as the largest motivator. I found that most World of
Warcraft players are motivated by social interactions with others. The majority of the
forum posts that I analyzed about social interactions talked about how friendships made
aspects of the game better and more fun. Relationships establish a connection that players
feel the need to continue.
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Other online games favor virtual relationships and friendships just like WoW.
Halo, Call of Duty, and Destiny are all online games that accommodate for players to
game with friends and different online players in different game settings. Halo and Call
of Duty let players that are in a party together to play on the same team. Destiny is similar
to WoW in the sense of flaunting cool armor and weapons but also has gameplay that
gets more motivating with multiplayer.

My researched limited me from actually playing alongside other players. I am a
level 12 Monk Night Elf who started playing the game in the early spring and has
progressed for research. Not having friends or knowing the best tactics to level up I was
lost in a world where culture and relationships have already been established. For future
research I would like to level up to a higher level (between 60-80) and look at different
research topics regarding how game designers design their games to motivate players by
accommodating for relationships or other favored game aspects.
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